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Abstract

In this paper, we devise data allocation algorithms that
can utilize the knowledge of user moving patterns for proper
allocation of shared data in a mobile computing system. By
employing the data allocation algorithms devised, the oc-
currences of costly remote accesses can be minimized and
the performance of a mobile computing system is thus im-
proved. The data allocation algorithms for shared data,
which are able to achieve local optimization and global
optimization, are developed. Local optimization refers to
the optimization that the likelihood of local data access by
an individual mobile user is maximized whereas global op-
timization refers to the optimization that the likelihood of
local data access by all mobile users is maximized. By
exploring the corresponding features, we devise algorithm
SD-local and algorithm SD-global to achieve local opti-
mization and global optimization, respectively. The simula-
tion results show that the knowledge obtained from the user
moving patterns is very important in devising effective data
allocation algorithms which can lead to prominent perfor-
mance improvement in a mobile computing system.

1 Introduction

The wireless applications are expected to become even
more popular as the technology of the third generation mo-
bile network (3G) advances and the popularity of portable
devices increases [1][8]. For example, some emerging wire-
less corporate applications, such as sales force automation
in which salesperson can instantly obtain the latest pric-
ing and competitive information for their customers, access
many data commonly used by many mobile users. These
commonly used data are examples of shared data (referring
to those data to be accessed by a group of users) considered
in this paper.

For cost-performance reasons, a mobile computing sys-
tem is usually of a distributed server architecture [1][3][5],

in which a service area, referring to the converge area where
the server can provide services to mobile users, contains one
or many cells where a cell refers to a communication area
covered by a base station. In general, mobile users tend to
submit transactions to servers nearby for execution so as to
minimize the communication overhead incurred [5]. Data
objects are assumed to be stored at servers to facilitate co-
herency control and also for memory saving at mobile units
[7][9]. Since the architecture of a mobile computing system
is distributed in nature, data replication is helpful because
it is able to improve the execution performance of servers
and facilitate the location lookup of mobile users [4][7][9].
The replication scheme of a data object involves how many
replicas of that object to be created, and to which servers
those replicas are allocated. Clearly, though avoiding many
costly remote accesses, the approach of data replication in-
creases the cost of data storage and update. Thus, it has
been recognized as an important issue to strike a compro-
mise between access efficiency and storage cost when a data
allocation scheme is devised.

It is noted that various data allocation schemes have been
extensively studied in the literature [7][9]. However, the
data allocation schemes for traditional distributed databases
are mostly designed in static manners, and the user mov-
ing patterns, which are particularly relevant to a mobile
computing system where users travel between service ar-
eas frequently, were not fully explored. Note that the server
is expected to take over the transactions submitted by mo-
bile users and static data allocation schemes may suffer se-
vere performance problems in a mobile computing system.
Without loss of generality, an example network topology of
a mobile computing system is given in Figure 1. Suppose
that the shared data are replicated statically at sites A, F, K,
and P under the data allocation schemes for traditional dis-
tributed databases. Assume that the mobile user U1 is found
to frequently travel in service areas of A, B and E (i.e., {A,
B, E} is called the moving pattern of mobile user U1) and
the mobile user U2 frequently moves in the service areas of
A, B, C and D. As can be seen in Figure 1, the solid line
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Figure 1. An example scenario of shared data
allocation problem.

is an example moving path of the mobile user U1 and the
dotted line is that of the mobile user U2. It can be seen that
the advantage of having replicas on F, K and P cannot be
fully taken by mobile users U1 and U2, and the extra cost
of maintaining those replicas is not justified by the moving
patterns of users U1 and U2. Note that similarly to the call-
ing patterns of users, it is envisioned that most users tend to
have their own user moving patterns since the behaviors of
users are likely to be regular [7][10]. In order to improve
the system performance, efficient data allocation schemes
based on moving patterns of mobile users are very impor-
tant in a mobile computing environment. Since each mobile
user has his/her own moving pattern, how to select proper
sites for shared data allocation is the very problem we shall
address in this paper.

In this paper, we devise data allocation algorithms that
can utilize the knowledge of user moving patterns for proper
allocation of shared data. By employing the shared data
allocation schemes devised, the occurrences of costly re-
mote accesses can be minimized and the performance of
a mobile computing system is thus improved. Explicitly,
the data allocation schemes for shared data, which are able
to achieve local optimization and global optimization, are
developed. Local optimization refers to the optimization
that the likelihood of local data access by an individualmo-
bile user is maximized whereas global optimization refers
to the optimization that the likelihood of local data access
by all mobile users is maximized. By exploring the cor-
responding features, we devise algorithm SD-local and al-
gorithm SD-global to achieve local optimization and global
optimization, respectively. In this paper, it is assumed that
the mobile users who have regular moving behaviors can be
further divided into two types, namely, frequently moving
users and infrequently moving users. Such an assumption
is justified by the calling data records provided by a cellular
phone company. It is expected that this phenomenon also
exists in a mobile computing environment. A measurement,
called closeness measure which corresponds to the amount
of the intersection between the set of frequently moving

user patterns and that of infrequently moving user patterns,
is derived to assess the quality of solutions resulted by SD-
local and SD-global. Performance of these data allocation
schemes is analyzed and sensitivity analysis on several de-
sign parameters is conducted. Our simulation results show
that the knowledge obtained from the user moving patterns
is very important in devising effective shared data alloca-
tion schemes which can lead to prominent performance im-
provement in a mobile computing system.

This paper is organized as follows. Problem formula-
tion is given in Section 2. Shared data allocation algorithms
based on user moving patterns are developed in Section 3.
Experimental results are presented and analyzed in Section
4. This paper concludes with Section 5.

2 Problem Formulation

In this paper, we devise data allocation algorithms that
can utilize user moving patterns for proper allocation of
shared data. Since each mobile user has his/her own moving
pattern, how to select proper sites for shared data allocation
is the very problem we shall deal with in this paper. The
problem that we study in this paper can be formally defined
as follows:

Problem of shared data allocation based on user mov-
ing patterns: Given the number of mobile users with their
moving patterns, we shall determine the proper set of sites
to which shared data are allocated with the purpose of max-
imizing the number of local access of shared data. Table
1 shows the description of symbols used in modelling the
problem. Figure 2 shows the problem formulation of allo-
cating shared data where the number of mobile users is 3.
The set of total servers is expressed by S, where |S| is the
total number of servers. Denote the set of replicated sites
for shared data as R. The union set of moving patterns for
mobile user Ui is expressed by FSi (standing for frequent
set), where |FSi| is the number of distinct sites within the
set FSi. The number of moving paths for mobile user Ui is
denoted by ni, where a moving path is a sequence of servers
accessed by a mobile user. Clearly, the probability of local
access of mobile userUi, denoted byL(Ui), is propositional
to |R∩FSi|

|FSi| , which is formulated as follows:

L(Ui) = f ∗ |R∩FSi||FSi| , where f is a hit coefficient and
0 < f < 1.

Consider the mobile user U1 in Table 2, where the net-
work topology is shown in Figure 1. Assume that without
exploring user moving patterns, the set of replicated sites
R = {A,F,K,P} and the value of f is 0.8. From Table
2, the set of FS1 can be obtained by unifying two mov-
ing patterns of mobile user U1 into one set, i.e., FS1 =
{AE}S{ABC} = {ABCE}. It can be verified that the
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Figure 2. The problem of shared data alloca-
tion where the number of mobile users is 3.

Description Symbol
The frequent set of mobile user Ui FSi
The probability of local access hit L(Ui)
for mobile user Ui
The set of total servers in a mobile S
computing system
The set of relplcated servers R
Number of moving paths for mobile user Ui ni
Number of mobile users N
The threshold value to identify frequent PT
moving mobile users

Table 1. Description of symbols.

set of R ∩ FS1 is {A}. Then, we have the estimated prob-
ability of local access of mobile user U1 is 0.8 ∗ 1

4 = 0.2.
Since each mobile user has his/her own moving patterns,
how to select proper sites for shared data allocation, i.e., R,
is a very important issue which will be dealt with in this
paper.

As mentioned before, according to the number of mov-
ing paths of mobile users, mobile users can be divided
into two types, namely, frequently moving users and infre-
quently moving users. To facilitate the presentation, we de-
note PT as the threshold to determine whether the mobile
user belongs to the group of frequently moving users or not.

Definition 1: The union set of frequent sets of frequently
moving users is defined as
FFS=

S
∀i, 1≤i≤N and ni≥PT FSi.

Definition 2: The union set of frequent sets of infre-
quently moving users is defined as
UFS=

S
∀i, 1≤i≤N and ni<PT

FSi.
To quantify how closely FFS approximates UFS , we use

a closeness measure, denoted byC(FFS , UFS), that returns
normalized value in [0, 1] to indicate the closeness between
FFS and UFS . The larger the value of C(FFS , UFS) is, the
more closely FFS approximates to UFS . C(FFS , UFS) is
formulated as follows:

C(FFS , UFS) =
|FFS ∩ UFS |
|FFS ∪ UFS | .

User i Moving Patterns Number of moving paths ni
U1 AE, ABC 1500
U2 BC, GK 350
U3 BCD 300
U4 CGK 200

Table 2. An example profile for illustrating shared data
allocation schemes.

For the example profile in Table 2, assuming the value of
PT is 500. U1 is the frequently moving user (with n1 =1500
movements), and U2, U3 and U4 are infrequently mov-
ing users (with n2 =350, n3 =300 and n4 =200 move-
ments, respectively). Also, the set of FFS is {ABCE}
(i.e., FS1) and the set of UFS is {BCDFGK} (i.e.,
FS2

S
FS3

S
FS4). It can be verified that the value of

C(FFS , UFS) is 0.25 (i.e., 2
8 ). As can be seen later, the

closeness measure betweenFFS andUFS influences the so-
lution quality resulted by shared data allocation algorithms.

3 Shared Data Allocation Algorithms Based
on Moving Patterns

First, we describe in Section 3.1 the data allocation
scheme in a fixed pattern. In light of the user moving pat-
terns determined, we develop two data allocation algorithms
based on moving patterns for shared data allocation (to be
referred to as algorithm SD-local and algorithm SD-global)
in Section 3.2.

3.1 Data Allocation Scheme in a Fixed Pattern

In the scheme which allocates data in a fixed pattern (re-
ferred to as DF), the replication sites are determined when
the database is created. Explicitly, the number of replicated
sites and the sites at which the shared data can be replicated
are predetermined. Though being adopted in some tradi-
tional distributed database systems due to its ease of im-
plementation [9], DF is not suitable for mobile computing
environments where mobile users move frequently. In our
experimental studies in Section 4, DF will be implemented
for comparison purposes. As can be seen later, DF suffers
from poor performance since it does not take user moving
patterns into consideration.

3.2 Shared Data Allocation Based on Moving Pat-
terns

As described before, shared data refers to those data that
are used by many mobile users. Example shared data in-
clude public information, cooperative information, etc. By
properly determining the set of replicated servers used by a
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group of mobile users, data allocation for shared data is able
to increase the local data access ratio in the sense of both
local and global optimization. Local optimization refers to
the optimization that the likelihood of local data access by
an individual mobile user is maximized, meaning that the
probability of average local access is maximized. Accord-
ingly, we have the following objective function for local op-
timization,

OPTlocal(N) =
1

N

NX
i=1

L(Ui) =
1

N

NX
i=1

f ∗ |R ∩ FSi||FSi|

=
f

N

NX
i=1

|R ∩ FSi|
|FSi| ,

where N is the number of mobile users and f is the hit
coefficient. In contrast, global optimization refers to the op-
timization that the likelihood of local data access by allmo-
bile users is maximized, meaning that the number of total
local accesses is maximized. Hence, the objective function
for global optimization can be formulated as follows:

OPTglobal(N) =
NX
i=1

L(Ui) ∗ ni =
NX
i=1

f ∗ |R ∩ FSi||FSi| ∗ ni

= f
NX
i=1

|R ∩FSi|
|FSi| ∗ ni.

where N is the number of mobile users, f is the hit coeffi-
cient, and ni is the number of moving paths for mobile user
Ui.

With the user moving patterns obtained, we can develop
shared data allocation algorithms to determine the set of
replicated servers. The shared data allocation algorithms
proposed are greedy in nature and their performance will
be evaluated in Section 4 experimentally. Recall that mov-
ing patterns of mobile users may contain different large k-
moving sequences Lk,where a k moving sequence is called
a large k-moving sequence if there are a sufficient number
of moving paths containing this k-moving sequence [6]. A
large moving sequence can be determined from all moving
paths of each individual user based on its occurrences in
those moving paths. We first convert these L0ks into L02s
and the allocation of shared data will be made in accor-
dance with the occurrences of these L02s. By exploiting the
objective function of local optimization, we develop algo-
rithm SD-local. In order to maximize the objective function
of local optimization, the set of R should include as many
sites that are frequently found in their user moving patterns
as possible so as to maximize the value of

PN
i=1

|R∩FSi|
|FSi| .

Thus, in algorithm SD-local, we use the user occurrence

L2 User occurrence Movement occurrence
count for SD-local count for SD-global

AB 1 nAB(U1)= 800
BC 3 nBC (U1)+nBC (U2)+nBC (U3)

= 400+50+150=600
CD 1 nCD(U3)=200
CG 2 nCG(U2)+nCG(U4)=250+150=400
GK 2 nGK(U2)+nGK(U4)=250+100=350
AE 1 nAE(U1)=500
Table 3. An example profile for the counting in SD-local and

SD-global.

count of L2, where the user occurrence count of L2 is the
number of mobile users whose moving patterns contain that
L2. An example profile for the counting in algorithm SD-
local is given in Table 3. For example, since {AB} can only
be found in the moving patterns of U1, the user occurrence
count of {AB} is one. Also, since U1, U2 and U3 contain
{BC} in their moving patterns, the user occurrence count of
{BC} is 3. An L2 with a larger value of user occurrences
means that this pair is frequently found in moving patterns
of mobile users. Hence, as mentioned above, those L2 pairs
with larger values of user occurrences should be included
in the set of R so as to maximize the objective function of
local optimization.
Algorithm SD-local: /* Performing SD-local for shared data
allocation */
Input: All user moving patterns of mobile users
Output: The set of replicated servers, i.e., R
begin
1. Determine, from all user moving patterns, user occur-
rence counts of all frequent L02s
2. Repeat Until |V| ≤ 0; /* V is the number of replicated
servers yet to determine*/
3. begin
4. Include those L02s that have maximal user occurrence
count from all L02s into the set c-max.

Also, c denotes an L2 pair in c-max.
5. if |R|=0 /* R is the set of replicated servers */
6. begin
7. Choose an L2 pair from c-max;
8. Include this L2 pair into R;
9. |V|=|V|-2;
10. end
11. else if (∃ c ∈ c-max and R∩c 6= 0)
12. begin
13. In c-max, choose an L2 pair that has an intersection
with pairs in R;
14. |V|=|V|-1;
15. end
16. else /* In c-max, there is no L2 pair that has an inter-
section with pairs in R */
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(a) The original configuration (b) Include {BC} to R

(c) Include {CG} to R (d) Include {GK} to R

Figure 3. An execution scenario of algorithm
SD-local.

17. begin
18. Choose an L2 pair from c-max;
19. |V|=|V|-2;
20. end
21. R=R∪c;
22. end
end

Consider the execution of SD-local as an example shown
in Figure 3, where the network topology is four by four
mesh network. Let R denote the set of replicated servers
identified thus far. Once the user occurrence counts of allL2
pairs are obtained, we have the configuration shown in Fig-
ure 3a, where the number next to each edge represents the
user occurrence count of the corresponding L2. Then, we
include the L2 which has maximal user occurrence count
(i.e., {BC} according to the profile in Table 3) into the set R
in line 4 of algorithm SD-local, resulting in the configura-
tion shown in Figure 3b. In general, if the number of repli-
cated server, |R|, is not equal to the number of replicated
servers required, we select, from existing L2 pairs that have
maximal user occurrence count (i.e., c-max), the one that
has an intersection with pairs in R (from line 12 to line 15 of
algorithm SD-local). The pair {CG} is hence selected. This
step is similar to Prim’s algorithm for finding minimal-cost-
spanning-tree (MCST) [2]. The difference between SD-
local and MCST is that even the maximal support of an L2
pair does not have any intersection with R, this pair can still
be included into R as described from line 17 to line 20 of al-
gorithm SD-local. After the inclusion of {CG}, R becomes
{BCG} and Figure 3b in turn leads to Figure 3c. Following
this procedure, we shall identify and include more proper
L2 pairs until |R| reaches the number of replicated servers
required (i.e., |V |=0). Finally, we have the configuration in

(a)  The original configuration (b)  Include {AB} to R

(c)  Include {BC} to R (d)  Include {AE} to R
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Figure 4. The execution scenario of algorithm
SD-global.

Figure 3d and R is composed of the most frequent moving
sites for all mobile users in the sense of local optimization.

On the other hand, based on the objective function of
global optimization, we develop algorithm SD-global to
achieve global optimization. Note that since the objective
function of global optimization takes the number of moving
paths into account, the movement occurrence count should
be used for counting, where the movement occurrence count
is the sum of all the movement occurrence counts of that
L2 from all mobile users. An illustrative example profile is
given in Table 3. Let nBC (Ui) denote the occurrence count
of {BC} in moving paths of mobile user Ui. The move-
ment occurrence count of {BC} is thus the sum of nBC (U1),
nBC (U2) and nBC (U3). Since the moving number of mo-
bile users is the multiplier in the objective function of global
optimization, those L2 with larger values of movement oc-
currences will be selected so as to maximize the value of the
objective function of global optimization. In algorithm SD-
global, the selection of R should include those L2 pairs that
have the larger user movement occurrence count so as to
maximize the value of

PN
i=1

|R∩FSi|
|FSi| ∗ ni. The algorithmic

form of SD-global is in essence the same as that SD-local
except the former substitutes movement occurrence counts
for user occurrence counts of the latter in the corresponding
line 1. In algorithm SD-global, the movement occurrence
count of L2 is used (line 10) for counting. With the same
profile in Table 3, Figure 4 shows the execution scenario of
SD-global, where the number next to each edge represents
the movement occurrence count of the corresponding L2.
The set of replicated servers by SD-global can be obtained
similarly.
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User ID with an example Replicated Server Local hit ratio
moving path under DF of DF

U1 with CBAE 1
4f

U2 with BCGF AFKP 1
4f

U3 with BCDH 0
U4 with CGH 0

Table 4a. The scenario under DF.
User ID with an example Replicated Server Local hit ratio
moving path under SD-local of SD-local

U1 with CBAE 2
4
f

U2 with BCGF BCGK 3
4
f

U3 with BCDH 2
3
f

U4 with CGH 2
3 f

Table 4b. The scenario under SD-local.
User ID with an example Replicated Server Local hit ratio
moving path under SD-global of SD-global

U1 with CBAE f
U2 with BCGF ABCE 2

4
f

U3 with BCDH 2
3 f

U4 with CGH 1
3 f

Table 4c. The scenario under SD-global.
Table 4. The scenarios under different shared data

allocation algorithms.

Algorithm SD-global /* Performing SD-global for shared
data allocation */
Input: All user moving patterns of mobile users
Output: The set of replicated servers, i.e., R
begin
10 . Determine, from the counting statistics of mining user
moving patterns [6], movement occurrence counts of all fre-
quent L02s

/* line 2 to line 22 are the same as algorithm SD-local */
end

Table 4 shows the example execution by algorithm SD-
local and algorithm SD-global with the profile given in Ta-
ble 2. The local hit ratios for the moving paths by all mobile
users under schemes DF, SD-local and SD-global can be ob-
tained by using the function of the local access hit ratio de-
scribed in Section 2. Note that the local hit ratios of mobile
users using SD-local and SD-global are higher than that us-
ing DF. Also note that the infrequently moving users (such
as U2, U3 and U4) will have better local access hits when
using SD-local than using SD-global. On the other hand, a
frequently moving user like U1 performs better under SD-
global than under SD-local. These agree with our intuition
in that SD-local deals with user occurrence counts and SD-
global considers mainly movement occurrence counts, re-
sulting in the situation that SD-local will favor infrequently
moving users and SD-global is good for frequently moving

Notation Definition
N Total number of mobile users
C(FFS , UFS) The closeness measure of FFS and UFS

S Total number of servers in a mobile computing system
|R| Number of replicated servers
SITEOP Average number of operations performed in a server
Lave Average length of a moving path
Pback Backward probability for user movement

Table 5. The parameters used in the simulation.

users. In fact, these observations will be validated by our
experimental studies in Section 4.

4 Performance Study

The effectiveness of using moving patterns for data allo-
cation is evaluated empirically in this section. The simula-
tion model is described in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, we
examine the impact of employing user moving patterns for
shared data allocation. Performance of SD-local and SD-
global is comparatively analyzed in Section 4.3.

4.1 Simulation Model

Table 5 summarizes the definitions of primary simulation
parameters. The number of mobile users in a mobile com-
puting system is denoted by N and the number of servers
in a mobile computing system is S. The closeness mea-
sure of FFS and UFS is expressed by C(FFS , UFS). A
moving path is a sequence of servers accessed by a mo-
bile user and the length of each moving path is modeled
as a uniform distribution between Lave − 2 and Lave + 2.
Same as in [4][7], the moving behavior of mobile users is
based on a roundtrip model, where the starting position of a
moving path for a mobile user can be either VLR or HLR.
The number of operations submitted by a mobile user to its
nearby server is modeled by a uniform distribution between
SITEOP-20 and SITEOP+20, where SITEOP is assumed to
be 50 in our experiments. After the server has completed
these operations, the mobile user moves to one of its neigh-
boring servers depending on a probabilistic model. Explic-
itly, the probability that a mobile user moves to the server
where this user came from is modeled by Pback and the
probability that the mobile user moves to the other servers
is determined by (1-Pback)/(n-1) where n is the number of
possible servers this mobile user can move to. The average
local hit ratio for a user (henceforth referred to as local hit

ratio), i.e.,
PN

i=1
L(Ui)

N , means the percentage that among
all data accesses, data can be obtained from local servers of
mobile users. For comparison purposes, scheme DF, which
allocates data in a fix pattern, is implemented to randomly
generate the set of replicated servers.
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Figure 6. The local hit ratios of SD-local and
SD-global with C(FFS , UFS) varied.

4.2 The Impact of Employing User Moving Pat-
terns for Shared Data Allocation

To show the advantage of utilizing user moving patterns
for shared data allocation, we set the value of C(FFS , UFS)
to 0.2, the value of Lave to 6 and the value of |R| to 4.
The local hit ratios of DF, SD-local and SD-global with the
number of mobile users varied is shown in Figure 5.

4.3 Performance of SD-local and SD-global

We now examine the impact of varying the value of
C(FFS , UFS) to the performance of SD-local and SD-
global. Without loss of generality, we set the value of Lave
to 6, the value of S to 20, the value of N to 20 and the value
of |R| to 4. The performances of SD-local and SD-global
with the value of C(FFS , UFS ) varied are shown in Figure
6 and in Figure 7.

Figure 6 shows the local hit ratios of SD-local and SD-
global with the value of C(FFS , UFS) varied, and Figure 7
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Figure 7. The total hit counts of SD-local and
SD-global with C(FFS , UFS) varied.
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Figure 8. The local hit ratios of frequently
moving users and infrequently moving users
under SD-local by varying C(FFS, UFS).

shows the total hit counts of SD-local and SD-global with
the value of C(FFS , UFS) varied. As shown in Figure 6, the
local hit ratio of SD-local is larger than that of SD-global,
showing the results from having different replicated servers
employed by SD-local and SD-global. It is worth mention-
ing that although the local hit ratio of SD-local is larger than
that of SD-global, the total hit count of SD-global is larger
than that of SD-local in Figure 7, showing the very differ-
ence in these two optimizations criteria described in Section
3.1.2. Note that SD-global achieves the global optimization
in that the total hit count under SD-global is large than that
of SD-local despite the average local hit ratios of mobile
users under SD-local are larger than those under SD-global.
Furthermore, it can be seen from Figure 6 that as the value
of C(FFS , UFS) increases, the difference between SD-local
and SD-global becomes smaller. This can be explained by
the fact that more sites in R fall into the intersection set of
FFS and UFS as C(FFS , UFS) increases, which in turn im-
proves the local hit ratios of both SD-local and SD-global.
This agrees with our analysis in Section 3.2.
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Figure 9. The local hit ratios of frequently
moving users and infrequently moving users
under SD-global by varying C(FFS , UFS).

A complete spectrum for the local hit ratios of frequently
moving users and infrequently moving users under algo-
rithm SD-local is shown in Figure 8 and that under algo-
rithm SD-global is shown in Figure 9. As can be seen in
Figure 8, the local hit ratio of infrequently moving users is
larger than that of frequently moving users under algorithm
SD-local. In contrast, Figure 9 shows that the local hit ratio
of frequently moving users is larger than that of infrequently
moving users under SD-global. This also agrees with Prop-
erty 1 mentioned before which states that SD-local will fa-
vor infrequently moving users and SD-global is good for
frequently moving users. Clearly, the choice of SD-global
and SD-local will be a design issue that is dependent on the
system objective.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we devised data allocation schemes that
utilize the knowledge of user moving patterns for proper
allocation of shared data in a mobile computing system.
Specifically, by exploring the features of local optimization
and global optimization, we derived the objective functions
of local optimization and global optimization. With the ob-
jective functions, we devised algorithm SD-local and algo-
rithm SD-global to achieve local optimization and global
optimization, respectively. A measurement, called close-
ness measure which corresponds to the amount of the in-
tersection between the set of frequently moving user pat-
terns and that of infrequently moving user patterns, was de-
rived to assess the quality of solutions resulted by SD-local
and SD-global. Sensitivity analysis on various parameters
was conducted and performance of those data allocation al-
gorithms was comparatively analyzed. From the analysis
of SD-local and SD-global, SD-local favors infrequently
moving users and SD-global is good for frequently mov-
ing users. It was shown by our simulation results that the
knowledge obtained from the user moving patterns is very
important in devising effective shared data allocation algo-

rithms which can lead to prominent performance improve-
ment in a mobile computing system.
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